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Plaintiffs submit this memorandum in opposition to the untimely Daubert motion of the 

Senate Defendants’ and House Defendants’ (collectively, “Legislative Defendants”) to exclude the 

testimony of Plaintiffs’ Expert Dr. Kosuke Imai. See ECF 344 (“Imai Mot.” or “Imai MIL”).1 

INTRODUCTION 

Dr. Kosuke Imai’s work has been recognized and relied upon by courts around the country 

as well as other experts—even Legislative Defendants’ own witness. A Professor of Statistics at 

Harvard University, Dr. Imai specializes in developing and applying statistical methods. His 

scholarship has been among the top 1% most cited in each of the past four years. Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) 

at 3, 5. In the context of redistricting litigation, the Ohio Supreme Court recently relied on Dr. 

Imai’s analysis in a decision striking down Ohio’s congressional districts. And in a vote-dilution 

case, the Southern District of New York (and later the Second Circuit) qualified an expert witness 

in significant part because the expert utilized a statistical method proposed and validated by Dr. 

Imai’s “leading” scholarship.2 Moreover, Legislative Defendants’ proffered expert, Mr. Sean 

Trende, admits that he himself has relied on Dr. Imai’s methodology, that he has replicated Dr. 

Imai’s results, and that Dr. Imai’s methods are peer-reviewed. There is no serious question that 

Dr. Imai’s testimony is reliable and admissible under Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and Daubert 

v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). 

 
1 Legislative Defendants’ challenge is a Daubert motion focused on Dr. Imai’s methodology in 
reaching his opinions and seeks wholesale exclusion, rather than an in limine motion aimed at 
limiting the scope of testimony. It should have been filed by August 19, 2022. See ECF 210 (“All 
motions other than (a) those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial . . . shall be filed no 
later than August 19, 2022”). Merely using the phrase “in limine” cannot camouflage the 
Defendants’ failure to comply with the scheduling order. See Bryant v. Trexler Trucking, Inc., No. 
4:11-CV-02254-RBH, 2013 WL 643768, at *4 (D.S.C. Feb. 21, 2013). Legislative Defendants’ 
motion should be denied on that basis alone. 
2 See NAACP, Spring Valley Branch v. E. Ramapo Cent. Sch. Dist., 462 F. Supp. 3d 368, 382 & 
n.18 (S.D.N.Y. 2020), aff’d sub nom. Clerveaux v. E. Ramapo Cent. Sch. Dist., 984 F.3d 213, 234 
(2d Cir. 2021).  
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Legislative Defendants’ arguments misconstrue precedent, misinterpret Dr. Imai’s prior 

scholarship, and misunderstand the purpose of Dr. Imai’s testimony. First, Legislative Defendants 

seek to exclude Dr. Imai’s opinion under Backus v. South Carolina, a case where the court 

permitted an expert to testify, considered his testimony, and ultimately dismissed the Daubert 

motions as moot. See 857 F. Supp. 2d 553, 561, 570 (D.S.C.), aff’d, 568 U.S. 801 (2012). Second, 

they either misapprehend or mischaracterize Dr. Imai’s past scholarship, which discussed the 

shortcomings of methodologies that Dr. Imai chose not to use in his report. Third, they claim to 

identify various flaws in Dr. Imai’s simulated maps, but miss that the purpose of Dr. Imai’s 

simulations is to isolate the role of race in Legislative Defendants’ enacted plan, not to draw 

specific maps to be enacted by a legislature. This Court should deny Legislative Defendants’ 

motion to exclude Dr. Imai’s testimony. 

ARGUMENT  

I. Legal Standard. 

 Federal Rule of Evidence 702 governs the admissibility of expert testimony. It permits 

opinion testimony from a witness who is “an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 

education” if it “will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in 

issue,” “the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data,” “the testimony is the product of reliable 

principles and methods,” and “the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the 

facts of the case.” Fed. R. Evid. 702. In evaluating proposed testimony, a court must assess whether 

it is reliable and relevant. See Wickersham v. Ford Motor Co., No. 9:13-CV-1192-DCN, 2016 WL 

5349093, at *2 (D.S.C. Sept. 26, 2016) (citing Daubert, 509 U.S. at 592).  

 Exclusion of expert testimony “is the exception rather than the rule.” Wickersham, 2016 

WL 5349093, at *2 (citing Fed. R. Evid. 702 Advisory Committee’s Note to 2000 Amendments). 
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District courts retain a gatekeeping role, but one that isn’t “intended to serve as a replacement for 

the adversary system.” Id. (citing Fed. R. Evid. 702 Advisory Committee’s Note to 2000 

Amendments). Courts “will exclude evidence on a motion in limine only if the evidence is clearly 

inadmissible for any purpose.” Id. at *1 (quotation marks omitted).  

Further, a court’s gatekeeping function is “relaxed” in a bench trial. See United States v. 

Wood, 741 F.3d 417, 425 (4th Cir. 2013) (“[B]ecause the district court was also the trier of facts, 

the district court’s evidentiary gatekeeping function was relaxed, and the district court was in the 

best position to decide the proper weight to give the expert opinions.”). In that instance, courts 

routinely decline to exclude expert testimony even when there are “reasonable questions as to 

whether [the expert] meets the prerequisites under Rule 702.” E.g., Hewett v. City of King, No. 

1:12CV1179, 2014 WL 7642093, at *1 (M.D.N.C. Sept. 8, 2014) (“The gatekeeping function of 

the court is relaxed where a bench trial is to be conducted, as in this case, because the court is 

better equipped than a jury to weigh the probative value of expert evidence.”) (internal citation 

omitted). Courts in this district have accordingly explained that “[t]he gatekeeper doctrine was 

designed to protect juries and is largely irrelevant in the context of a bench trial, because there is 

less need for the gatekeeper to keep the gate when the gatekeeper is keeping the gate only for 

himself.” Bishop of Charleston v. Century Indem. Co., 225 F. Supp. 3d 554, 567 (D.S.C. 2016) 

(internal citations and quotations omitted).3 

II. Legislative Defendants Do Not Challenge Dr. Imai’s Qualifications. 

Legislative Defendants do not dispute that Dr. Imai is qualified. See generally Imai MIL. 

Trained as a political scientist and statistician, Dr. Imai is a professor at Harvard University in both 

 
3 See also Jackson v. United States, No. 16CV03219, 2017 WL 11537970, at *1 (D.S.C. Oct. 26, 
2017); Sunland Const. Co. v. City of Myrtle Beach, No. CIVA4:05-CV-1227-RBH, 2007 WL 
2822509, at *3 (D.S.C. Sept. 26, 2007); accord Wood, 741 F.3d at 425; In re Infinity Bus. Grp., 
Inc., No. AP 12-80208-JW, 2018 WL 1234649, at *1 (Bankr. D.S.C. Feb. 8, 2018). 
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the Government and the Statistics Departments. Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 3, 5. He has published more 

than 70 articles in peer-reviewed journals, id. at 5, including in “leading” publications. NAACP, 

Spring Valley Branch, 462 F. Supp. 3d at 382 & n.18. His scholarship is widely cited and his 

statistics textbook is commonly used at major research universities in the United States and around 

the world. Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 5.  

Dr. Imai also specializes in developing and applying statistical methods to social science, 

including in redistricting. Id. at 3, 6. At Harvard, Dr. Imai leads the Algorithm-Assisted 

Redistricting Methodology Project, which focuses on how algorithms can be used to evaluate and 

improve redistricting. Id. at 6. His methodologies and open-source software have been recognized 

by multiple courts in the context of redistricting and other election litigation and are widely used 

by others in the field. See id. at 6–7 (noting, for example, that one particular software package has 

been downloaded 30,000 times); see also Adams v. DeWine, --- N.E.3d ----, 2022 WL 129092, at 

*10–15, 17, 19 (Ohio 2022).  

In fact, Legislative Defendants’ proffered expert, Mr.  Trende, testified to having relied on 

Dr. Imai’s methodology—both to formulate his opinion in this case and in other instances. Ex. 2 

(Trende Tr.) at 38:3–13, 211:12–16. During his deposition, Mr. Trende acknowledged that “Dr. 

Imai’s code and output” “certainly were needed to create the data and information” “relied upon” 

in his affirmative report dated May 4, 2022. Id. Mr. Trende further confirmed that Dr. Imai’s work 

has been “subject to peer review;” that Mr. Trende was “able to replicate Dr. Imai’s simulations”; 

that simulation analyses are “widespread” in “the study of gerrymandering”; that such analyses 

have been “accepted in multiple courts;” and that there should not be “any question” as to the 

mathematics behind Dr. Imai’s work. Ex. 2 (Trende Tr.) at 47:22–48:6, 210:21–211:25. In other 
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words, Dr. Imai’s qualifications are unassailable, and there is no serious dispute that his methods 

are reliable. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 591–95. 

III. Legislative Defendants’ Objections to Dr. Imai’s Analysis Lack Merit.  

A. Dr. Imai’s Analysis is Methodologically Rigorous and Relevant. 

Dr. Imai presents simulation analyses to help evaluate “whether the enacted South Carolina 

Congressional plan was drawn using race as a significant factor.” Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 7. His 

analysis is a tool that allows one to compare a proposed map to a large volume of algorithm-drawn 

maps (programmed to adhere to certain criteria—typically traditional redistricting criteria such as 

compactness, minimizing jurisdictional splits, etc.); based on this comparison, one can assess 

whether the enacted plan falls within the predicted range of maps or is an extreme outlier.  

In this case, Dr. Imai did two separate simulation analyses. The first analysis simulated two 

separate race-blind sets of 10,000 different boundary lines between Congressional District (“CD”) 

1 and CD6 while adhering to redistricting criteria included in the 2021 South Carolina House and 

Senate Guidelines. Id. at 3. The first set simulated the entire district boundary between these two 

districts, while the second focused only on the boundary within Charleston County. This set 

showed that the enacted plan places a disproportionately large number of Black voters (particularly 

in Charleston County) into CD6 and “demonstrates that race played a significant role beyond the 

purpose of adhering to traditional redistricting criteria.” Id. at 4.  

Given these findings, Dr. Imai’s second analysis addressed the possibility that compliance 

with the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (“VRA”) could have explained the significant role that race 

played in drawing the line between CD1 and CD6. To do this, Dr. Imai simulated 10,000 

alternative statewide plans where the overall Black voting age population (“BVAP”) accounted 

for between 45% and 50% of CD6’s population. This range was meant to approximate CD6’s 

actual BVAP under the enacted plan of about 46%. Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 137:7–10. Ultimately, results 
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showed that “compliance with the VRA cannot explain the above key finding of [a] race-blind 

simulation analysis” and that “race played a significant factor in drawing the boundaries between 

Districts 1 and 6” “beyond the purpose of complying with the VRA and other traditional 

redistricting criteria.” Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 4–5. In addition, the statewide simulation showed 

unnecessary cracking of Black voters living in Richland County into CDs 2 and 5, while also 

cracking Black voters living in Sumter County into CDs 5 and 6. Id. 

Dr. Imai’s methodology has been the subject of extensive, peer-reviewed academic 

literature, and can be replicated. The analyses are helpful as pieces of evidence that allow the court 

to assess whether or not map lines were drawn consistent with traditional redistricting principles. 

Both Dr. Imai’s and other experts opinions presenting simulations analysis have been widely 

accepted in numerous redistricting cases.   

B. Dr. Imai’s Analysis is Relevant Notwithstanding Legislative Defendants 
Misreading of Backus v. South Carolina. 

Legislative Defendants misconstrue Backus v. South Carolina, as posing a gatekeeping bar 

on Dr. Imai’s testimony, when the court in Backus declined to exclude the challenged expert 

opinion. See 857 F. Supp. 2d at 561. Same as here, the defendants in Backus moved to exclude an 

expert for failure “to consider . . . racially neutral factors.”  See, e.g., Imai MIL at 2, Backus v. 

South Carolina, No. 3:11-cv-03120, Dkt. No. 109-1 (D.S.C. Feb. 13, 2012). At a pretrial 

conference, the court explained it would not rule on defendants’ motions, indicating it was “more 

than likely that [Dr. Michael McDonald] [would] testify . . . , and any deficiency will be taken up 

with cross-examination.” Conf. Tr. at 5, Backus, 857 F. Supp. 2d 553 (D.S.C. Feb. 28, 2012) (Dkt. 

No. 181). During trial, the court reiterated that defendants’ concerns should be addressed via cross-

examination and allowed Dr. McDonald to testify. Trial Tr. at 4, 107–08., Backus, 857 F. Supp. 

2d 553  (D.S.C. Mar. 1, 2012) (Dkt. No. 208). This Court should allow Dr. Imai to do the same. 
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Although Legislative Defendants seem to argue that Backus sets forth a principle that every 

expert in a redistricting case must cover the waterfront of traditional redistricting criteria or else 

be excluded, the court in Backus did no such thing. In fact, the court never granted the defendants’ 

applications to exclude Dr. McDonald’s testimony, dismissing the motions instead as moot. 

Backus, 857 F. Supp. 2d at 570 (dismissing all pending motions as moot); see Post-Trial Mem. of 

Def. Harrell at 12, Backus, 857 F. Supp. 2d 553 (D.S.C. Mar. 5, 2012) (Dkt. No. 5) (reminding the 

court that Daubert motion against Dr. McDonald remains pending). The court ultimately 

considered Dr. McDonald’s testimony but gave it little weight, because his analysis omitted 

“important” “sources of information,” including any consideration the State’s guidelines 

containing “race-neutral principles for redistricting.” Backus, 857 F. Supp. 2d at 562. Thus, Backus 

does not contain the sweeping exclusionary rule that Legislative Defendants advance. 

Indeed, Backus and other caselaw confirm that Legislative Defendants’ objections to Dr. 

Imai’s testimony go to the weight the Court could assign it, not its admissibility. Fourth Circuit 

precedent is clear that an “expert’s causation conclusion should not be excluded because he or she 

has failed to rule out every possible alternative cause.” E.g., Westberry v. Gislaved Gummi AB, 

178 F.3d 257, 265 (4th Cir. 1999) (holding that generally “alternative causes suggested by a 

defendant ‘affect the weight that the jury should give the expert’s testimony and not the 

admissibility of that testimony’”). Furthermore, the district court’s “gatekeeping function” is 

“relaxed” in the context of a bench trial. Wood, 741 F.3d at 425; see also Ohio Org. Collaborative 

v. Husted, No. 2:15-CV-1802, 2016 WL 8201848, at *4 (S.D. Ohio May 24, 2016) (holding that 

elections expert’s “failure to account for various controls in his case studies . . . implicates the 

accuracy and credibility of those studies . . . but not their reliability”). Accordingly, the three-judge 

panel in Backus properly considered Dr. McDonald’s testimony and weighed it against other 
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evidence, despite concerns that he failed to assess race-neutral factors. See Backus, 857 F. Supp. 

2d at 562–63.  

Even if Backus could be construed as adopting an exclusionary rule, Legislative 

Defendants’ motion should be denied because Dr. Imai’s testimony does not suffer from the same 

flaws seen there. Dr. McDonald’s opinion was based on a simple assumption that any change to 

district maps that increased or maintained the Black voting age population was attributable to race. 

Id. at 561. Critically, Dr. McDonald admitted during cross-examination “that he failed to consider 

the guidelines and criteria that the General Assembly devised for the redistricting process, 

which . . . contained guiding race-neutral principles.”  Id. at 562.  

None of this is true of Dr. Imai’s analysis, which deployed sophisticated statistical methods 

specifically to rule out race-neutral causes. As explained repeatedly throughout his report and 

deposition, Dr. Imai’s simulations adhered to traditional redistricting criteria, “includ[ing] those 

specified in the 2021 Guidelines and Criteria for Congressional and Legislative Redistricting 

adopted by the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee and Redistricting 

Ad Hoc Committee as well as in the 2021 Redistricting Guidelines adopted by the South Carolina 

Senate Judiciary Committee.”  Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 3; e.g., id. at 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15; Ex. 3 (Imai 

Tr.) at 8, 69–70, 83, 96. Because Dr. Imai’s analysis is far more comprehensive and reliable, his 

testimony should not be excluded.4   

 
4 Legislative Defendants’ reading of Backus is also impossible to implement in practice. As 
contradictory testimony from legislators and staff shows, the various redistricting principles taken 
from the House and Senate Guidelines often conflict, have differing relative importance across 
actors, and in practice were subordinated to non-public considerations by mapmakers (at least in 
the Senate). See, e.g., Ex. 4 (Roberts Tr.) at 201–202 (identifying multiple non-written private 
criteria designed to appease members of the Republican congressional delegation, such as 
minimizing change to CD 7, keeping Fort Jackson in CD 2, and keeping Beaufort County out of 
CD 2, that explained Senate line-drawing); Ex. 5 (John Tr.) at 50–55 (disclaiming that Senate map 
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IV. Dr. Imai’s Analysis is Reliable.  
 

Dr. Imai’s analysis is reliable, and Legislative Defendants’ claims to the contrary are 

ineffectual.  

To start, Legislative Defendants either misapprehend or mischaracterize Dr. Imai’s 

published papers on simulation methodology, which in no way disclaim simulation analyses’ 

ability to “generate a representative sample,” of redistricting plans. Imai MIL at 9 (quoting 

ECF 344-6 at 67. To the contrary, the peer-reviewed article that Legislative Defendants’ cite 

chiefly argues that “the empirical validation of simulation methods is essential for the credibility 

of [] scholarship and expert testimony.” ECF 344-6 at 53. On that score (how accurately it 

compares to valid redistricting plans), Dr. Imai concludes that the Markov chain Monte Carlo 

(“MCMC”) methods he used in this case perform “reasonably well” in existing “validation tests” 

to test accuracy. Id. For example, Dr. Imai’s article explains that when compared to even a small 

sample of 300 valid plans in a target distribution, the MCMC algorithm-generated plans 

“approximates [it] reasonably well, missing by only slightly in portions of the distribution.” Id. at 

65. That is, rather than cast doubt on Dr. Imai’s methodology, the article that the Legislative 

Defendants’ cite touts it as reliable. It is worth noting that for his analysis here, Dr. Imai considered 

many more than 300 sample maps—he looked at more than 65 times this number.   

Moreover, Legislative Defendants’ attempt to highlight other “analytical gaps” in Dr. 

Imai’s analysis are unavailing. First, Dr. Imai thoroughly “explained his methodology, the basis 

 
drawing was influenced by requests from the Republican congressional delegation). Requiring 
experts to use the exact principles and weighting as used by the General Assembly—at the 
admissibility stage, no less—would exclude any and all expert reports. It would also prevent the 
Court from analyzing the evidence in concert, contradicting Rule 401’s caution that “[n]o one 
piece of evidence has to prove every element of the plaintiffs’ case.” Adams v. Ameritech Servs., 
Inc., 231 F.3d 414, 425 (7th Cir. 2000). 
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of his opinions and how he reached them,” including why he properly chose to cap the population 

deviation between districts in his simulations at 0.1%. See In re: Lipitor (Atorvastatin Calcium) 

Mktg., Sales Pracs. & Prods. Liab. Litig., No. 2:14-MN-02502-RMG, 2016 WL 2940784, at *4 

(D.S.C. May 6, 2016). Dr. Imai testified that his simulation used precinct-level data, not smaller 

census blocks, in order to limit the number of precinct splits—one of the criteria in South 

Carolina’s redistricting guidelines. Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 76:2–77:1. And because the simulation 

respects precinct boundaries when drawing maps, Dr. Imai chose a population deviation value that 

corresponds to the relatively large size of South Carolina’s precincts. Id. at 74:19–75:3.  

Dr. Imai also explained that to create maps that approximate (or exceed) Legislative 

Defendants’ enacted plan’s performance in terms of race-neutral redistricting criteria, a “maximum 

deviation” of 730 individuals is immaterial, particularly given the magnitude of the simulations’ 

results. See id. at 76:2–77:1, 74:19–75:3; e.g., Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 17 (indicating that vast majority 

of simulated, high-performing plans assigned nearly 60,000 more Black voters from Charleston 

County to District 1). Specifically, Dr. Imai set out to ascertain whether the enacted plan, as 

compared to thousands of simulations, reflected distortions that could likely be explained by the 

use of race as a factor in redistricting. Id. at 76:2–77:1. To create those approximations (rather than 

specific maps intended to be enacted by a legislature), Dr. Imai concluded that any difference 

resulting from drawing districts with population variance of up to 0.1% would “not [] affect the 

substantive conclusions that [he drew] from the simulation analysis.”  Id. at 76:2–77:1; see also 

id. at 76:18–21 (“If you look at the results they are not different by a few hundred people . . . [s]o 

adjusting the population deviation is not going to change.”). 

Further, disputes on the proper population deviation figure an expert may rely on in their 

analysis goes to the evidence’s weight and is not a basis for exclusion. In a recent congressional 
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redistricting case, the Ohio Supreme Court relied extensively on Dr. Imai’s opinion, Adams, 2022 

WL 129092, at *10–15, 17, 19 (majority opinion citing Dr. Imai’s expert analysis), even though 

his analysis “allowed for up to 0.5% deviation from population parity, or roughly a 4,000-person 

variance,” see id. at *39 (dissenting opinion noting Dr. Imai’s population deviation figure). To the 

extent that Legislative Defendants disagree with Dr. Imai’s conclusion that his population 

deviation value is appropriate, they can cross-examine Dr. Imai at trial and try to demonstrate why 

permitting a variance of 0.1% in simulations makes a meaningful difference in his findings. See 

Westberry, 178 F.3d at 261 (explaining that Daubert inquiry “focus[es] on the ‘principles and 

methodology’ employed by the expert, not on the conclusions reached” (citation omitted)). 

Second, as the Motion concedes, Dr. Imai did explain that his simulations were built to 

ensure “that the overall compactness of [the] simulated plans [was] comparable to the enacted 

plan.”  Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 100:4–22. So at least indirectly—and to the extent that the enacted plan 

actually respects non-mathematical configurations of prior plans—Dr. Imai’s simulated plans do 

so as well. Moreover, because the algorithm driving the simulations relies on “state geography,” 

id. at 102:6–11, and “take[s] into account the administrative boundaries like counties and 

municipalities,” id. at 102:12–20, it separately accounts for Guidelines instructing that factors such 

as geography, demography, and other demarcations like roads should be considered in determining 

relative compactness, id. at 101:25–102:20. In any event, Legislative Defendants do not complain 

that the common and widely-used mathematical measures through which Dr. Imai directly 

assessed plan compactness lack analytic value—nor could they. 

Third, Dr. Imai also adequately explained the use of “strength values” in his algorithm, 

which simply reflects weights assigned to various race-neutral criteria, including those contained 

in South Carolina’s redistricting guidelines. As explained, Dr. Imai sought to create simulated 
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plans that performed “at least” as well as Legislative Defendants’ enacted plan when measured by 

those race-neutral criteria. Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 94:14–18; Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 3–4. Accordingly, 

and in order to verify that his simulated plans compared favorably to Legislative Defendants’ plan, 

Dr. Imai necessarily had to assess the results and then calibrate the weights as appropriate. See 

Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 81:12–82:14. Far from an “ad hoc process,” Dr. Imai was engaged in an 

“objectively verifiable” scientific assessment. See United States v. Wilson, 484 F.3d 267, 274 (4th 

Cir. 2007) (quoting Fed. R. Evid. 702 advisory committee’s note). Of course, Legislative 

Defendants’ own expert recognized that Dr. Imai’s methodology is “widespread in political 

science”—in fact, Mr. Trende has used it himself. Ex. 2 (Trende Tr.) at 211:8–25.  

 Legislative Defendants also miss the point when they say that Dr. Imai did not use the same 

numerical weights as the South Carolina legislature. Imai MIL at 10–11. As Dr. Imai has 

explained, his “constraints are informed by [the General Assembly’s] guidelines and . . . traditional 

redistricting criteria.”  Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 83:9–17. But the South Carolina legislature obviously 

did not use Dr. Imai’s precise algorithm to draw its map, so any weight values the legislature 

employed must necessarily differ from Dr. Imai’s—a point that counsel acknowledged as “fair.”  

See id. at 83:18–84:7. Moreover, the specific values input into Dr. Imai’s algorithm are irrelevant, 

because Dr. Imai verified that the simulations generated by the algorithm performed at least as 

well as South Carolina’s enacted plan in terms of race-neutral redistricting criteria. In other words, 

Dr. Imai’s opinion hinges on a comparison of the end product of the General Assembly’s map-

drawing process and the end results of his own simulations—not the mechanics of the map-

drawing processes. Dr. Imai has thoroughly explained his scientific method. The fact that 

Legislative Defendants misunderstand his approach is not a basis for exclusion. 
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Fourth, Legislative Defendants’ claim that Dr. Imai conducted a “law-free” analysis (Imai 

MIL at 11), mischaracterizes Dr. Imai’s testimony and conflates “realistic legal constraints” with 

legal scrutiny of an entire map. See Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 36:9–22; 67:20–68:5. In fact, the article that 

Legislative Defendants cite to gives population balance and geographic compactness as examples 

of “real-world legal constraints” that must be incorporated. Imai MIL at 12; ECF 344-5 at 1. While 

Dr. Imai acknowledged that, in the abstract, simulations can be adjusted to incorporate “different 

set of constraints” to isolate particular variables “depending on the goal of the analysis,” Ex. 3 

(Imai Tr.) at 67:1–11, he was clear that he incorporated these “realistic legal constraints” that are 

key to this redistricting case. Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 8–10 (listing population deviation and 

compactness, among other constraints).  

What Dr. Imai did not do is legally analyze each of his 20,000 simulated plans. Ex. 3 

(Imai Tr.) at 67:20–68:5. As an initial matter, that makes sense: Dr. Imai is a mathematician, “not 

a lawyer.”  Id. at 67:23–24. Indeed, had Dr. Imai conducted legal analyses of the plans, Legislative 

Defendants would likely challenge his report for usurping the Court’s role—a catch 22. But more 

broadly, Legislative Defendants’ criticism that Dr. Imai’s simulations lack legal conclusions 

misses the forest for the trees. Legislative Defendants try to re-frame Dr. Imai’s entire statistical 

analysis, which is designed to “isolate . . . the role that race played” by comparing the enacted map 

to a large ensemble of maps, into an exercise in drawing illustrative or remedial maps where each 

must survive legal scrutiny. See Imai MIL at 11–12; Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 76:9–12, 180:20–181:3. 

But as Dr. Imai explained, “the goal” of his “statistics analysis” is to “look at the distribution 

of . . . simulated plans as opposed to focusing on one and two specific simulated plans.”  Ex. 3 

(Imai Tr.) at 167:10–16 (emphasis added). It is not to “to generate the plan that can be enacted,” 

“mimic the way that the map drawers created these maps,” or to have him serve as an “automated 
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map drawer.”  Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 76:4–7, 83:12–17. That is because Dr. Imai employed simulation 

algorithms to isolate and identify the role of race in the map that South Carolina’s Legislature did 

enact. Legislative Defendants’ attempt to put him in the position of the legislature drawing the 

Congressional map is, at the very least, inapt. 

Lastly, there is nothing to Legislative Defendants’ claim that Dr. Imai improperly directed 

his algorithm to consider race in one of his statewide simulations. As Dr. Imai’s report and 

testimony explained, Dr. Imai generated a subset of simulations where CD 6 maintained between 

45–50% BVAP “to address the possibility that . . . what [he] found in the race neutral simulation 

analysis [was] due to [a] VRA consideration.” Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 113:13–22. Put simply, once Dr. 

Imai’s race neutral simulations led him to conclude that “race played a significant role” in the 

enacted map, Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 4, Dr. Imai sought to see whether compliance with the Voting 

Rights Act could help explain those results.5  See Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 137 

S. Ct. 788, 801 (2017) (assuming that a “State’s interest in complying with the Voting Rights Act 

was compelling”). His choice of a 45–50% BVAP was “just the same range as the one in the 

enacted plan . . . 46-point some percent [or] so.”  Ex. 3 (Imai Tr.) at 137:4–10. Ultimately, this 

simulation showed that race played a significant role in determining the boundaries between CD6 

and its surrounding districts “beyond the purpose of complying with the VRA and other traditional 

redistricting criteria.” Ex. 1 (Imai Rep.) at 5. 

CONCLUSION 

 Legislative Defendants’ Daubert motion to exclude Dr. Kosuke Imai’s testimony should 

be denied.  

  

 
5 Compliance with the Voting Rights Act is a primary consideration under both House and Senate 
Guidelines. See Ex. 6 (House Redistricting Guidelines), Ex. 7 (Senate Redistricting Guidelines).  
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1
2 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
3 DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
4 CASE NO.  3:21-CV-03302-MBS-TJH-RMG
5 -----------------------------------------x
6 THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF THE
7 NAACP, et al,
8                            Plaintiffs,
9                -against-
10
11 THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, et al,
12                            Defendants.
13 -----------------------------------------x
14                         July 21, 2022

                        9:30  a.m.
15
16           ZOOM VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
17
18           VIDEOCONFERENCE Examination
19 Before Trial of SEAN PATRICK TRENDE, taken
20 by the Defendants, via Zoom Technology,
21 pursuant to Notice, held before R. Bobbie
22 Levy, a Certified Shorthand Reporter and
23 Notary Public of the State of New York.
24
25
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1              S. Trende
2 email.
3     Q     The invoice that you produced
4 yesterday also references analysis that
5 you performed with Dr. Imai's code and
6 output.  Are Dr. Imai's code and output
7 something you considered in formulating
8 your opinions in the May 4th report?
9     A     That's a good question that I
10 could give an extremely pedantic answer
11 to.  But they certainly were needed to
12 create the data and information upon
13 which I relied.
14     Q     And how were Dr. Imai's code and
15 output transmitted to you?
16     A     That I don't remember.  Because
17 sometimes I would say email from counsel
18 but sometimes the documents are too big
19 and I have had, I think I have had this
20 with Dr. Imai where it has to be
21 downloaded.  So I'm not sure.
22     Q     When you were looking for
23 documents responsive to the deposition
24 notice document request, did you look at,
25 did you look for correspondence from
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1              S. Trende
2 address any criticisms you have of
3 Dr. Bagley's report?
4     A     Well, again, to my understanding
5 the scheduling order doesn't provide for
6 supplemental reports.  And in my
7 experience it will be unusual to modify
8 scheduling order to do so.  And I haven't
9 been asked to do so by counsel.
10     Q     Do you know any of the
11 plaintiffs' experts, any of the five
12 individuals?
13     A     Not on a personal level, no.
14     Q     Do you know any of them on a
15 professional level?
16     A     I have seen Dr. Imai, and
17 Dr. Duchin give testimony.  But that's
18 the extent of it.
19     Q     Are you familiar with Dr. Imai's
20 professional qualifications?
21     A     In a general sense, yes.
22     Q     Do you have any opinion about
23 his qualifications to provide his opinions
24 in his reports?
25     A     I think he is certainly
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1              S. Trende
2 Dr. Imai, starting on page 1.  Is the
3 analysis you present at pages 1 through 8
4 a complete and full statement the opinions
5 you intend to offer at trial concerning
6 Dr. Imai?
7     A     Certainly relating to his
8 initial report.  But I don't know what
9 questions counsel is going to ask me at
10 trial.
11     Q     And you are not planning to
12 express any opinions about Dr. Imai beyond
13 those set forth in your rebuttal report,
14 are you?
15     A     I don't think so.  No.
16     Q     Have you reviewed Dr. Imai's
17 February 10, 2022 deposition?
18     A     I have not.
19     Q     Do you plan to?
20     A     I don't.
21     Q     Were you able to replicate
22 Dr. Imai's simulations?
23     A     Yes.
24     Q     And you acknowledge that the
25 type of simulation analysis that he
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1              S. Trende
2 presents has been the subject of extensive
3 publication in peer-reviewed articles?
4     A     If you are going to bicker with
5 me about the meaning of large, I guess I
6 could bicker about extensive.  But it's
7 certainly been subject to peer review.
8     Q     And you yourself in your expert
9 report have presented simulation analysis,
10 right?
11     A     That's correct.
12     Q     You have used Dr. Imai's
13 re-disked simulation software in other
14 gerrymandering expert work that you have
15 done, correct?
16     A     That's correct.
17     Q     And you would agree that
18 simulation analysis is widespread in
19 political science?
20     A     Certainly within the study of
21 gerrymandering, yes.
22     Q     And you would agree the
23 simulation approach to redistricting has
24 been accepted in multiple courts?
25     A     Yes.
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Kosuke Imai, PhD August 8, 2022
The South Carolina State Confvs.McMaster/Alexander

1           IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

           FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA

2                    COLUMBIA DIVISION

3   THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE

  CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP,

4   et al.,

5             Plaintiffs,

6   vs.                  CASE NO. 3:21-cv-03302-MGL-TJH-RMG

7   THOMAS C. ALEXANDER,

  et al.,

8

9             Defendants.

10

11   DEPOSITION OF:      KOSUKE IMAI, PhD (Via VTC)

12   DATE:               August 8, 2022

13   TIME:               11:04 a.m.

14   LOCATION:           Cambridge, MA

15   TAKEN BY:           Counsel for the Senate Defendants

16   REPORTED BY:        SOLANGE RUIZ-URIBE, Court Reporter

                      Via Videoteleconference

17   _______________________________________________________

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Page 6

1        A.   That's fair.

2        Q.   And of course, if you need to take a break

3   for any reason just please let me know and we can

4   take a break.  We'll take periodic breaks throughout

5   the day.  My only request is that if a question is

6   pending, you answer the question before we take the

7   break; does that make sense?

8        A.   Yes, that makes sense.

9        Q.   Okay.  Great.  How many times have you

10   been deposed, Dr. Imai?

11        A.   I think I had once before.

12        Q.   Okay.  And do you remember which case that

13   was?

14        A.   I think it was a South Carolina house

15   case.

16        Q.   Okay.  Dr. Imai, where are you today?

17        A.   I'm in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

18        Q.   And is anyone in the room with you?

19        A.   No.

20        Q.   What did you do to prepare for today's

21   deposition?

22        A.   I reviewed my own report and exhibits that

23   were sent by Mr. Cepeda and I also had conversations

24   with Mr. Cepeda.

25        Q.   How many conversations have you had with

Page 7

1   Mr. Cepeda?

2        A.   I think we had maybe four times, four or

3   five times before this -- before today.

4        Q.   When did those conversations take place?

5        A.   Most recently it took place on Friday and

6   Saturday of last week and before that we had a

7   conversation, if I recall correctly, I think the

8   last week or the last couple weeks of July.

9        Q.   How long did each of those conversations

10   last?

11        A.   I'd say an hour to two hours, one hour to

12   two hours.

13        Q.   Was anyone else present for those

14   conversations?

15        A.   I think that Ms. Yan may have been present

16   in not all -- not all instances but one or two

17   times.

18        Q.   And apart from Mr. Cepeda and Ms. Yan have

19   you discussed today's deposition with anyone else?

20        A.   No.

21        Q.   Do you have any documents with you today?

22        A.   I have my own expert report which was sent

23   to me, just printed out a copy of it, a paper copy

24   of it as well as some other materials that was sent

25   by the -- you know, the exhibit materials that were

Page 8

1   sent by counsel, the South Carolina House

2   Representative Redistricting Guideline copy as well

3   as Senate Guideline copy and two reports by Mr. Sean

4   Trende that were also sent to me by counsel as part

5   of the exhibit, you know, the exhibit folder that I

6   received.  I just printed them up just in case that

7   I need to reference them.

8        Q.   Do any of your documents have handwritten

9   notes on them?

10        A.   No.

11        Q.   We touched on this a little bit before but

12   which documents did you review in preparing for

13   today's deposition?

14        A.   So I reviewed my own report.  I also

15   reviewed the reports by Mr. Sean Trende, two reports

16   that were sent to me as part of the exhibit.  I also

17   reviewed the redistricting guidelines, the House and

18   Senate Redistricting Guidelines that was also sent

19   to me as part of the exhibit materials.  And I also

20   reviewed, you know, other materials that were sent

21   to me as part of the exhibit, some of them brief,

22   very briefly.

23        Q.   At any time have you reviewed any of the

24   other plaintiffs' expert reports in this case?

25        A.   Can you repeat the question again?  Sorry.

Page 9

1        Q.   Certainly.  At any time have you reviewed

2   any of the other plaintiffs' expert reports in this

3   case?

4        A.   I don't recall reviewing other experts

5   reports, yeah.

6        Q.   So have you reviewed any expert reports by

7   Dr. Baodong Liu?

8        A.   No.

9        Q.   Moon Duchin?

10        A.   No.

11        Q.   Dr. Bagley?

12        A.   No.

13        Q.   Or Dr. Ragusa?

14        A.   No.

15        Q.   Thank you.  Dr. Imai, I'm going to

16   introduce as the first exhibit the document that was

17   sent to you as tab one in the zip folder, if you

18   want to turn to that.

19        A.   Yeah.

20             (Defendant's Exhibit No. 1, SENATE

21   DEFENDANTS’ AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING VIDEO CONFERENCE

22   DEPOSITION OF KOSUKE IMAI, PHD, was marked for

23   identification.)

24             THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I have it opened.

25   BY MR. GORE:
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Page 34

1        Q.   All right.  Dr. Imai, I'm going to pull up

2   what is Exhibit Four.

3             (Defendant's Exhibit No. 4, SEQUENTIAL MONTE

4   CARLO FOR SAMPLING BALANCED AND COMPACT REDISTRICTING

5   PLANS PAPER, was marked for identification.)

6   BY MR. GORE:

7        Q.   Tab four in your binder and it will also

8   be numbered as Exhibit Four.

9        A.   Okay, tab four.  Yes.

10        Q.   Now I uploaded it in Exhibit Share as

11   well.  Dr. Imai, do you recognize this document?

12        A.   Yes.

13        Q.   What is this document?

14        A.   This is a paper I've written on

15   redistricting simulation.

16        Q.   Has this paper been published?

17        A.   Not yet.

18        Q.   But you hope it will, right?

19        A.   Yes.

20        Q.   So I'd like to just walk through a couple

21   of points that you make in this paper.  So in the

22   abstract --

23        A.   Sure.

24        Q.   Is that -- well, let me back up.

25                  So this paper is about sequential

Page 35

1   Monte Carlo method, right?

2        A.   That's correct.

3        Q.   And we talked about that earlier, that the

4   sequential method starts from a blank slate.

5        A.   That's right.

6        Q.   Whereas the Markov chain method starts

7   with an existing plan; is that correct?

8        A.   That's correct.

9        Q.   Are there any other differences between

10   sequential Monte Carlo method and the Markov chain

11   Monte Carlo method?

12        A.   I mean, there are a lot of differences

13   that, you know, in this application.  Just so the

14   most basic difference is this nature that sequential

15   Monte Carlo starts from a blank slate and start

16   building one district at a time.  And then once you

17   generate, you know, one -- so you basically generate

18   multiple plans in parallel.

19                  Whereas, Markov chain Monte Carlo

20   will generate multiple plans, not in parallel, but

21   in actually sequence.  So it start generating

22   multiple plans by modifying a plan, you know,

23   sequentially.  So even though sequential part is

24   used for the sequential Monte Carlo, Markov chain is

25   more independent.  So it starts from the existing

Page 36

1   plan and then generating different -- start
2   generating different plans by modifying it.
3                  Whereas the SMC is really about
4   starting from a blank slate and start building one
5   district at a time.
6        Q.   Thank you.  So I want to start with the
7   third sentence in the abstract of this paper.
8        A.   Okay.
9        Q.   And I'm just going to read that out loud.

10   It says:  For successful application sampling
11   methods must scale to large maps with many
12   districts, incorporate realistic legal constraints
13   and accurately and efficiently sample from a
14   selected target distribution.  Unfortunately, most
15   existing methods struggle in at least one of these
16   areas.
17                  So my first question, Dr. Imai, did I
18   read that correctly?
19        A.   That's correct.
20        Q.   Do you agree that simulation analysis must
21   incorporate realistic legal constraints?
22        A.   I agree.
23        Q.   And the next sentence says that:  Most
24   existing methods struggle in at least one of these
25   areas.

Page 37

1        A.   Uh-huh.

2        Q.   And are the existing methods referred to

3   in this sentence, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods?

4        A.   Included is Markov chain Monte Carlo

5   algorithm.  That's not the only one, but yes.

6        Q.   What other methods are included here?

7        A.   There are enumeration algorithm, which

8   simply enumerate all possible, you know,

9   redistricting plans under certain set of

10   constraints.

11                  There are also something called

12   constructive Monte Carlo methods which often start

13   with a seed for each district.  So you pick -- if

14   you have six districts you pick six precincts, for

15   example, and then start growing a district from each

16   of those seed precincts.

17                  So there are different type of

18   algorithms out there other than the SMC and MCMC.

19   And that sentence, the existing methods include all

20   that.

21        Q.   And I'm going to skip down a couple of

22   sentences to a sentence that starts, because.

23                  Because it draws many plans in

24   parallel, the SMC algorithm can efficiently explore

25   the relevant space of redistricting plans better
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1   sentence here that I would like to explore with you
2   for a moment.  So it's the first full sentence on
3   the top of page 41, it starts, Comparator plans.
4                  Comparator plans must be legally
5   viable and pragmatically plausible to draw power
6   from the conclusion that a proposed plan has very
7   different properties.
8                  Did I read that correctly?
9        A.   Yes.

10        Q.   And I believe this article was listed on
11   your reliance list.  Do you agree with that
12   statement?
13        A.   I have no opinion.  I did not form opinion
14   on this particular sentence.
15        Q.   Okay.  Let me ask it this way.  Regardless
16   of what the sentence says, do you agree that for
17   simulation plans to tell you something about the
18   enacted plan, the simulation plans have to be
19   legally viable and pragmatically plausible?
20        A.   I don't know what they mean by those words
21   so I can't really form opinion on that particular
22   sentence.
23        Q.   Let me ask it this way.  Forget about that
24   sentence.  I'm going to take that down.
25        A.   Okay.

Page 67

1        Q.   Do you agree that for simulation plans to

2   be instructive they have to comply with legal

3   requirements for redistricting plans generally?

4        A.   I disagree.

5        Q.   Explain that, please.

6        A.   Simulations can be used in many different

7   purposes.  So for example, you could see the impact

8   of, you know, what would happen if you take out one

9   particular requirement.  And so depending on the

10   goal of the analysis, a different set of constraints

11   can be imposed.

12                  And also, I'm not a lawyer so I don't

13   really make judgment about whether those

14   constraints, how they correspond to the legal

15   requirements.  They are informed by legal

16   requirements but I don't make any judgment about the

17   viability in the legal sense.  The constraints are

18   mathematical constraints and they are what they are.

19   Nothing more, nothing less.

20        Q.   So is it fair to say, Dr. Imai, that you

21   did not analyze whether any of your simulation plans

22   are legal?

23        A.   I'm not a lawyer so my analysis does not

24   draw any legal conclusions.

25        Q.   Okay.  And I just understand the scope of
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1   your analysis.

2        A.   Right.

3        Q.   You didn't do anything to try to determine

4   whether your plans were legal, correct?

5        A.   Yeah.  No, I didn't do that.

6        Q.   Now, Dr. Imai, I believe your report

7   mentions the South Carolina House and Senate

8   redistricting criteria; is that right?

9        A.   That's correct.

10        Q.   So let's go to tab five of your binder.

11        A.   Okay.

12        Q.   Which is the House Redistricting Criteria.

13        A.   All right.  Tab five.  Okay.  House, yes.

14   Okay.

15        Q.   And I'm going to mark this as Exhibit Six.

16             (Defendant's Exhibit No. 6, SOUTH CAROLINA

17   HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

18   REDISTRICTING AD HOC COMMITTEE 2021 GUIDELINES AND

19   CRITERIA FOR CONGRESSIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE

20   REDISTRICTING, was marked for identification.)

21   BY MR. GORE:

22        Q.   And I hope I can figure out how to

23   introduce it.  Okay.  Dr. Imai, do you recognize

24   this document?

25        A.   Yes.

Page 69

1        Q.   And what is this document?

2        A.   This is the redistricting guidelines for

3   South Carolina House of Representatives

4   Redistricting Committee.

5        Q.   And did you review this document as part

6   of preparing your expert report?

7        A.   Yes, I received this document from

8   counsel.

9        Q.   I'm going to take that down and I'm going

10   to ask you about tab six in your binder.

11        A.   Okay.  It's open.

12        Q.   Great.  I'm going to mark this as Exhibit

13   Seven.

14             (Defendant's Exhibit No. 7, 2021

15   REDISTRICTING GUIDELINES SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE

16   JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REDISTRICTING SUBCOMMITTEE, was

17   marked for identification.)

18   BY MR. GORE:

19        Q.   And introduce it in Exhibit Share.  Do you

20   recognize this document?

21        A.   Yes.

22        Q.   And what is this document?

23        A.   This is the redistricting guideline for

24   Senate Judiciary Committee.

25        Q.   And did you review this document?
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1        A.   Yes, I received it from counsel.
2        Q.   Okay.  We'll refer to both of those
3   documents a little bit later.
4        A.   Okay.
5        Q.   I'd like to turn back to your expert
6   report.
7        A.   Okay.
8        Q.   And ask you a few questions about that
9   before we break.  And I'd like to start with

10   paragraph 20.
11        A.   Okay.
12        Q.   Which is on page 8.
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   And we may also talk about paragraph 22
15   which starts on page 9 and carries over to page 10.
16        A.   Uh-huh.
17        Q.   Both page 20 and page 22, excuse me, list
18   as one of your criteria that all districts are
19   geographically contiguous; is that right?
20        A.   That's correct.
21        Q.   And how did you -- how did you program the
22   algorithm to guarantee that districts are
23   contiguous?
24        A.   Would you want the technical explanation?
25        Q.   I guess I'd just like to understand.

Page 71

1        A.   Okay.
2        Q.   Let me ask you this, does the algorithm
3   consider water-to-water contiguity to be
4   permissible?
5        A.   Yes.
6        Q.   How about point-to-point contiguity?
7        A.   No.
8        Q.   Are all of the districts in all of your
9   simulation plans contiguous?

10        A.   From that point of view, yes, from that
11   definition, yes, based on that definition.
12        Q.   Based on that definition?
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   So they are contiguous but don't use
15   point-to-point contiguity; is that right?
16        A.   That's correct, yes.
17        Q.   Okay.  And the next factor is, you say you
18   program all relevant districts not to exceed an
19   overall population deviation of plus or minus
20   .1 percent; is that right?
21        A.   That's correct.
22        Q.   And that's 730 people, I think,
23   approximately, according to footnote three; is that
24   right?
25        A.   That's my understanding, yes.

Page 72

1        Q.   You would agree with me though that this
2   deviation is greater than what the House guidelines
3   or the Senate guidelines permit, right?
4        A.   Yes.
5        Q.   And do you recall what the House
6   guidelines and Senate guidelines say about equal
7   population?
8        A.   I don't recall exact language but...
9        Q.   Do you recall what the requirement was for

10   equal population in those guidelines?
11        A.   So I don't recall exact language.
12        Q.   Okay.  That's no problem.  It's not a
13   memory test.  So let's flip back to Exhibit Six, tab
14   five which is the House redistricting criteria.
15        A.   Okay, hold on.  Tab five, okay, yes.
16        Q.   All right.  So this is the House criteria?
17        A.   Uh-huh.
18        Q.   And roman numeral four is equal population
19   slash deviation?
20        A.   Right.
21        Q.   And letter B says:  The number of persons
22   in Congressional districts shall be as nearly equal
23   in population as is practicable.  The ideal
24   population for Congressional districts shall be
25   731,204.  In every case efforts shall be made to

Page 73

1   achieve strict equality or produce the lowest

2   overall range of deviation possible when taking into

3   consideration geographic limitations.

4                  Did I read that correctly?

5        A.   That's correct.

6        Q.   Okay.  And now if you will turn to tab six

7   which has been marked as Exhibit Seven, this is the

8   Senate guidelines.

9        A.   Right.

10        Q.   Do you have that in front of you?

11        A.   Yes.

12        Q.   And roman numeral one says:  Requirements

13   of federal law.  And A is population equality.  Two

14   is congressional districts.  And it says, under the

15   apportionment clause of Article One, Section Two of

16   the U.S. Constitution:  Any population deviation

17   among congressional districts, no matter how small,

18   must be justified through a showing that the

19   specific deviation is required by legitimate

20   redistricting policies such as making districts

21   compact, respecting political subdivision

22   boundaries, preserving the course of prior districts

23   and avoiding contest between incumbent

24   representatives.  So that the state may avoid

25   assuming this additional burden under federal law, a
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1   congressional redistricting plan should not have
2   population deviations greater than one person.  Is
3   that correct?
4        A.   That's correct.
5        Q.   So if we turn back to your expert report.
6        A.   Uh-huh.
7        Q.   Paragraph 20 and paragraph 22, you use the
8   constraint of plus or minus 0.1 percent, correct?
9        A.   That is right.

10        Q.   And that's greater than what the --
11   certainly what the Senate guidelines permitted
12   because Senate guidelines said the deviation should
13   be no greater than one person; is that correct?
14        A.   That's correct.
15        Q.   Why did you use 0.1 percent as your
16   constraint rather than one person?
17        A.   The reason is that my simulation is based
18   on the present level data.
19        Q.   Can you elaborate on that?
20        A.   So the precinct is much later greater than
21   the census blocks which typically are used as units
22   for actually doing the enacted plan and because a
23   precinct has on average the population of a couple
24   thousand often and there is a variation depending on
25   the precincts you are looking at.

Page 75

1                  And so its appropriate to use the

2   population deviation that corresponds to that

3   particular size.

4        Q.   Would it have been possible for you to

5   program the algorithm to avoid a population

6   deviation of greater than one person?

7        A.   I think that would be difficult given the

8   current state of algorithm development except you

9   can always take a simulated plan that's generated

10   using the precinct level data and modify the

11   boundaries of the district to equalize the

12   population.  You know, you can do that.

13                  But automatically generating at the

14   census block level is -- is one -- there is no

15   reason to do that and I can elaborate why there is

16   no reason to do that.  And two, even if you wanted

17   to do it, it's not, you know, necessarily simple.

18        Q.   And I think you said that you can take a

19   plan generated through your method and equalize the

20   population after the fact, correct?

21        A.   Right, that's one possibility as opposed

22   to generate directly sampling the plans as the

23   census block level because there are many, many more

24   census blocks than precincts in any given state.

25   And I can explain why, you know, one should use

Page 76

1   precincts rather than census blocks.
2        Q.   Why don't you -- tell me why you used
3   precincts as opposed to census block?
4        A.   All right.  So first thing that's very
5   important is that I'm not trying to generate the
6   plan that can be enacted, like I'm not trying to be
7   automated map drawer.  Like, my goal is to evaluate
8   the characteristics of the enacted plan.
9                  So in this case, I'm -- the goal is

10   really to analyze the role that race played in
11   drawing the district, the boundaries of districts in
12   the enacted plan.  So for that purpose, the
13   equalizing the few hundred people -- and that's the
14   maximum deviation -- so a lot of simulated plans
15   have actually fewer deviation, it's not going to
16   affect the substantive conclusions that I draw from
17   the simulation analysis.
18                  If you look at the results they are
19   not different by a few hundred people, the
20   difference is way, way diverse.  So adjusting the
21   population deviation is not going to change.
22                  The other reason is that one of the
23   things that guideline mentions is a preservation of
24   the precincts and so it also makes sense to keep
25   that simulation at the precinct level as opposed to

Page 77

1   census block level.

2        Q.   Thank you for all that.  Did you in your

3   report otherwise ever try to equalize the population

4   on any of your simulation plans?

5        A.   No.

6        Q.   Or did you just take them as they were?

7        A.   No, I did not try to equalize them.

8             MR. GORE:  Let's go off the record for a

9   minute.

10                  (A recess was taken.)

11   BY MR. GORE:

12        Q.   Dr. Imai, did you discuss your deposition

13   with anyone during the break?

14        A.   No.

15        Q.   I'd like to go back to your expert report.

16   At the break we were discussing paragraphs 20 and 22

17   where you list some of the principles that you used

18   for your simulation.  And we talked about contiguity

19   and equal population.

20                  The next few bullets in both of those

21   paragraphs 20 and 22 say:  No incumbent is paired

22   with another incumbent.  All the relevant districts

23   are on average at least as compact as the enacted

24   plan.  The number of split counties is on average no

25   greater than the corresponding number under the
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1   enacted plan.  And the number of split
2   municipalities is on average no greater than the
3   corresponding number under the enacted plan.
4                  So I'd like to walk through each of
5   these factors but before I do so, did you program
6   constraints for each of these factors in your
7   simulations?
8        A.   Can you clarify what you mean by, did you
9   program?

10        Q.   Or did the algorithm operate subject to
11   constraints for each of these factors?
12        A.   So each of these factors, basically that
13   you can instruct algorithm to discourage or
14   encourage certain type of plans.  So for example,
15   for the no incumbent pairing constraint I encouraged
16   algorithm not to sample the plans that paired
17   incumbents in some districts.
18        Q.   Let's turn to page 25 of your report.
19        A.   Okay.
20        Q.   I'd like to ask you about paragraph 57 on
21   page 25.
22        A.   Yes.
23        Q.   Okay.  You mention a couple of different
24   kinds of constraints in this paragraph.  I'd like to
25   understand what they mean.  First, what is a

Page 79

1   hierarchical constraint?
2        A.   Oh, hierarchical constraint is a
3   constraint that, you can think of it as a hard
4   constraint which limits the number of counties,
5   county splits to basically like total number of
6   districts minus one.  So which in this case is six.
7                  So this can be done in the process of
8   splitting the merged district into two districts.
9   So if you recall, the merged split algorithm merges

10   two adjacent districts and then splits, merge
11   district into two new districts.  And when you do
12   that you can make sure that you only split county
13   boundary once which basically effectively limits the
14   number of counties being split to six which is equal
15   to the total number minus one.
16                  So it's a hard constraint.  So you
17   can think of it as every simulated plan has this
18   property.
19        Q.   What is a soft constraint?
20        A.   Soft constraint has a weight parameter and
21   it encourages or discourages certain type of plans
22   so it doesn't ensure that all the plans satisfy
23   particular constraints.  So for example, incumbency
24   pairing avoidance is a soft constraint so some of
25   the plan that we sample pairs incumbents, it's a

Page 80

1   very small number.  And what I do is basically drop

2   those, you know, plans that don't satisfy the

3   constraint afterwards.

4                  But during the sampling process it's

5   using a soft constraint which, you know, discourages

6   the plans that pair incumbents in some districts.

7        Q.   Okay.  Paragraph 57 of your report assigns

8   certain strengths to certain constraints.  So for

9   example, you have a default compactness of strength

10   one and there are other numbers in here.  Just, can

11   you explain to me what the strength of the

12   constraint is?

13        A.   Right.  So the strengths of the constraint

14   is used for the soft constraint where the algorithm

15   is instructed to discourage or encourage certain

16   type of plans.  And so that strength of the

17   constraints basically tells us how strong that

18   discouragement or encouragement is in the

19   implementation of the algorithm.  It's a parameter

20   that controls that strength.

21        Q.   So for each of these factors in

22   paragraph 57, how did you choose the strength of the

23   constraint?

24        A.   So this is case-by-case, you know, choice

25   so you, given this particular, each specific

Page 81

1   analysis you choose these parameters such that a set

2   of, you know, certain goals and criteria are being

3   met.  So for example,l if I want to ensure that

4   incumbency is not paired in any district, if I

5   choose the constraint that is too, you know, soft

6   constraint that is too weak, I would end up with

7   many plans that pair incumbents.  So I increase it

8   until I eliminate pretty much most of the incumbency

9   avoidance.  And of course, I have to do this while

10   making sure that other properties of the simulated

11   plans are satisfied as well.

12        Q.   So let me ask you a question as an

13   example.  In the localized Charleston County

14   simulation you raised the compactness constraint to

15   1.07, according to this paragraph.  Why choose 1.07

16   as opposed to 1.2 or 1.35 or something else?

17        A.   Uh-huh.  So the default parameter value

18   for this is one.  There are mathematical reasons

19   that particular default value is convenient for the

20   sampling algorithm.

21                  And if I wanted to make sure that the

22   plans are more compact, so this is relative value so

23   it's a reactive strength.  And the reason why I

24   raised it is because when I run it with constraint

25   of strength one that's a default value, it's less
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1   compact.

2                  And in many cases, not all of the

3   cases, many of the simulated plans are less compact

4   than enacted plan so I wanted to make sure that the

5   simulated plans are, you know, equally compact when

6   compared to the enacted plan.  That's why I raised

7   that value, the encouraged, the simulation algorithm

8   to sample more compact plan.

9        Q.   How do you know that the precise strength

10   you have selected is the right strength for that

11   constraint in your model?

12        A.   So you can basically run a simulation with

13   different values and then see what the compactness

14   of the simulated plans are.

15        Q.   So in your model does changing the

16   strength of the constraint change the sample of

17   plans that the simulation generates?

18        A.   That's correct.  So changing the values of

19   parameters will change the distribution, the target

20   distribution.  Hence it would change the output,

21   simulated output.

22        Q.   And would that be true if one of the

23   factors, the strength of one factor was changed

24   within the constraints?

25        A.   Yeah.  Like any factor that -- of the

Page 83

1   constraint if you choose that it's -- it's empirical

2   question, it's possible that it would change the

3   simulated plans as well.

4        Q.   Same if you change the strength or two or

5   more of the constraints?

6        A.   Yeah, that's correct.

7        Q.   Or all of the constraints?

8        A.   That's correct.

9        Q.   Do the strengths of the constraints you

10   selected approximate the constraints followed by the

11   general assembly in the enacted plan?

12        A.   No.  In the sense that I don't -- my goal

13   is not to -- you know, my constraints are informed

14   by these guidelines and then traditional

15   redistricting criteria.  But they are not designed

16   to mimic the way that the map drawers created these

17   maps.

18        Q.   So if the general assembly had assigned a

19   different strength to these constraints it would

20   have been working off of a different universe of

21   potential plans, right?

22        A.   Well, my understanding is the general

23   assembly doesn't use the algorithm.  So I'm not sure

24   what do you mean by, if the general assembly changed

25   the strength?  Different constraints, strength
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1   constraints.

2        Q.   Yeah, that's a fair question.  So would

3   you agree that compliance with these principles

4   requires tradeoffs or can require tradeoffs between

5   various of the principles?

6        A.   In some cases there are tradeoffs.  In

7   other cases the tradeoff is not very strong.

8        Q.   And if the general assembly weighted

9   certain factors more heavily than your model it

10   would have come up with a different plan than your

11   model, right?

12        A.   I mean, again, I don't think that my model

13   would inform how the general assembly came up with a

14   plan but it's certainly the case that if you change

15   the parameters of my model that would result in

16   different simulated plans.

17        Q.   Okay.  So let's walk through each of these

18   factors and some of the constraints that you used,

19   if that's okay.

20        A.   Sure.

21        Q.   So incumbency pairing, I'm still in

22   paragraph 57 on page 25, it looks like for the

23   localized District 1 and 6 simulation, an incumbency

24   pairing avoidance constraint of strength one was

25   used.

Page 85

1        A.   Uh-huh.
2        Q.   Is that one value out of another number or
3   what does that -- how do I understand that number?
4        A.   Yes, so this is a reductive value so the
5   reason you need a scale that tells you what one is,
6   it really depends on the data that you are analyzing
7   as well as other parameters that you are specifying.
8                  So, you know, one doesn't nearly have
9   intuitive meaning in the model, it's a relative

10   strength so the higher this value is, you know, the
11   stronger the constraint is and lower this value is,
12   the weaker the constraint.
13        Q.   And so --
14        A.   Yeah.
15        Q.   I'm sorry, I didn't mean to cut you off.
16        A.   All this is meant to say that the zero
17   means no constraint.
18        Q.   So in the statewide VRA simulation --
19        A.   Uh-huh.
20        Q.   I notice that your incumbency pairing
21   avoidance constraint had a strength of eight.  Is
22   that a stronger constraint than the constraint of
23   one in the other simulation that we were just
24   discussing?
25        A.   So you can't really compare the statewide
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1   report, each set has on average fewer county splits
2   per plan or as many as the enacted plan, right?
3        A.   Right, that's correct.
4        Q.   So within your set of 10,000 some may have
5   more splits, some may have fewer, right?
6        A.   Yes.  That's exactly right.
7        Q.   And I think Figure 12 shows that and the
8   best way to see that is Districts 1 and 6
9   simulation?

10        A.   Right.
11        Q.   You've got the line for the enacted plan
12   where it is and then you've got --
13        A.   Yeah.
14        Q.   Some plans from your simulation falling on
15   either side of that; is that right?
16        A.   That's right.  So the goal was to put the
17   simulated plans in about the same range or at least
18   about the same range as the enacted plan.
19        Q.   Okay.  And is that also -- in turning how
20   to split municipalities is that also how you
21   calculated the average for split municipalities?
22        A.   Yes, that's correct.  That's Figure 13.
23        Q.   And that's Figure 13 on page 27 of your
24   report, right?
25        A.   Uh-huh.  That's right.

Page 95

1        Q.   So as I understand what happens, you

2   assign a constraint strength and the algorithm

3   generates a universe of plans and then you can go

4   back and pair down that universe to 10,000 plans

5   that enforces kind of your averages for county

6   splits and municipalities and everything else; is

7   that right?

8        A.   Well, so you choose the parameters such

9   that the sample plans, you know, have fewer or equal

10   on average number of splits when compared to the

11   enacted plan.

12        Q.   So while we are talking about splits I

13   have a couple of more questions.

14        A.   Sure.

15        Q.   Do some of your -- did you place --let me

16   back up.

17                  Let's take county splits as an

18   example.  Did you constrain the algorithm to split

19   only the same counties as the enacted plan or can

20   the algorithm draw plans that split different

21   counties than the enacted plan?

22        A.   For statewide simulation it could be a

23   different counties that could be split.  For the

24   second race run simulation, the first one which is

25   the District 1 and 6 simulation, it could also be a

Page 96

1   different counties could be split.

2                  For the second plan simulation where

3   I focus on Charleston County you reach how the

4   Charleston County was split is the focus of the

5   analysis.  And since the rest of the, you know, the

6   districts are kept the same as the enacted plan they

7   would split exactly the same place in county as the

8   enacted plan.  So it depends on which analysis that

9   I've done.

10        Q.   Okay.  And could you have instructed the

11   algorithm to split the same counties as the enacted

12   plan only?

13        A.   Right.  I mean, it's possible to do that.

14        Q.   And is there a reason you didn't do that?

15        A.   So my constraints were guided, you know,

16   in part based on these South Carolina redistricting

17   guidelines and I don't recall that it specified the

18   specific counties that need to be spread in that

19   guideline, although I think there is provision that,

20   you know, said something about dividing the number

21   of county splits.

22        Q.   Now, I'm going to ask you the same

23   questions about the municipality splits.  So do any

24   of your simulated plans with different

25   municipalities than the enacted plan?

Page 97

1        A.   Probably.  I did not specify that certain

2   municipalities should be split.

3        Q.   Let's move to the next criteria which is

4   compactness.

5        A.   Okay.

6        Q.   We talked a little bit already about

7   paragraph 57 where there is a default compactness

8   constraint of one and then there is a localized --

9   in a localized Charleston County simulation raised

10   to 1.07; is that right?

11        A.   Right, right.

12        Q.   And again, your report says that all the

13   relevant districts are on average at least as

14   compact as the enacted plan?

15        A.   Yeah.

16        Q.   So what was your method for calculating

17   that average?

18        A.   Right.  So this is Figures 10 and 11 so I

19   used two different measures of compactness and, you

20   know, so I specified the constraint and then

21   generate the simulated plans and look at the

22   compactness of districts using these two measures,

23   Polsby-Popper and fractions of edges kept.

24        Q.   How did you choose those measures?

25        A.   So Polsby-Popper is perhaps most commonly
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1   used measure in this type of analysis and fractions
2   of edges kept is actually related, closely related
3   to the -- the compactness that algorithm directly
4   controls.  So these measures are, you know,
5   obviously related but they are different.  And
6   fraction of edges kept is something that algorithm
7   directly controls or closely related to directly.
8        Q.   Thank you for that.  Are these
9   mathematical measures of compactness?

10        A.   Yes, they are.
11        Q.   And again, on the averages, so within your
12   each bucket of 10,000 simulated plans, is it that
13   each bucket on average that districts are as compact
14   as the corresponding district in the enacted plan,
15   is that how you get the average?
16        A.   So here I'm looking at the overall
17   compactness.  So Polsby-Popper is a major for each
18   district, but I'm looking at the average of the
19   districts so that's why there is one number for each
20   limited plan.  It's not like a comparison of the
21   specific district and fraction of edges kept is a
22   plan-wide measure to begin with.  So in both cases
23   I'm looking at the overall compactness, not like
24   each district specific comparison of compactness of
25   those.

Page 99

1        Q.   So if I can rephrase that, your average is
2   the average of the plan like compactness?
3        A.   Correct.
4        Q.   Not any average of district specific
5   compactness?
6        A.   That's correct.
7        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Dr. Imai, can you go
8   back to tab five in your --
9        A.   Okay, tab five.  Yes, House guideline.

10        Q.   Yes, that's the House redistricting
11   guidelines?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   And if you will scroll down with me I
14   previously marked this as Exhibit Six.  And on the
15   second page of these guidelines --
16        A.   Uh-huh.
17        Q.   Roman numeral six is titled Compactness.
18   Do you see that?
19        A.   Yes.
20        Q.   The second paragraph under that factor?
21        A.   Uh-huh.
22        Q.   It says:  Compactness should be judged in
23   part by the configuration of prior plans.
24   Compactness should not be judge based on any
25   mathematical, statistical or formula-based

Page 100

1   calculation or determination.

2                  Did I read that correctly?

3        A.   You did.

4        Q.   So did you do anything in your model to

5   judge compactness by the configuration of prior

6   plans?

7        A.   Not directly.

8        Q.   How about indirectly?

9        A.   Well, to the extent that I tried to make

10   sure that the overall compactness of my simulated

11   plans is comparable to the enacted plan.  So to the

12   extent that the enacted plan does take this

13   consideration into account, you know, they are

14   related, but not directly.  I didn't directly

15   compare to the prior plans.

16        Q.   And when you were -- to the extent that

17   you were indirectly comparing, that was based on the

18   mathematical measures, correct?

19        A.   Yes, everything I do is mathematical.

20        Q.   So it wasn't based on the shape of the

21   district, for example, correct?

22        A.   No.  Shape in the mathematical sense.

23        Q.   Fair enough.  Very well said.  And here

24   the House says that compactness should not be judged

25   based upon any mathematical calculation or

Page 101

1   determination, correct?
2        A.   That's -- you read it correctly.
3        Q.   And Dr. Imai, if you would be so kind as
4   to turn back to tab six with me which I previously
5   marked as Exhibit Seven.
6        A.   Senate Guidelines.
7        Q.   And this is the Senate Guidelines.
8        A.   Okay.
9        Q.   And if you will go with me to page 2.

10        A.   Okay.
11        Q.   Roman numeral three is additional
12   considerations?
13        A.   Uh-huh.
14        Q.   And F is district compactness?
15        A.   Okay.
16        Q.   And it reads:  In determining the relative
17   compactness of the district consideration should be
18   given to geography, demography, communities of
19   interest and the extent to which parts of the
20   district are joined by roads, media outlets or other
21   means for constituents to communicate effectively
22   with each other and with their representative.
23                  Did I read that correctly?
24        A.   You did.
25        Q.   And does the algorithm account for
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1   that right?
2        A.   Yeah, I didn't use it.
3        Q.   And you didn't consider whether the
4   district would enact -- would elect a Republican or
5   a Democrat, right?
6        A.   No, yeah.
7        Q.   And you didn't --
8        A.   That's right.
9        Q.   And you didn't consider voter registration

10   by party, correct?
11        A.   No, yeah, I didn't consider that.
12        Q.   Now, could you have instructed the
13   algorithm to consider politics or added a politics
14   constraint to the algorithm?
15        A.   If the politics is, you know, what we mean
16   by partisan mathematically formulated, yes.
17        Q.   All right.  So for example, could you have
18   added a constraint to the algorithm that required
19   that six of the seven districts elect a Republican
20   rather than a Democrat?
21        A.   Right, yeah, I could have done that.
22        Q.   And could you have instructed the
23   algorithm to require that District 1 have a higher
24   percentage of the Trump vote share in 2020 than the
25   benchmark District 1?

Page 111

1        A.   That's definitely possible as long as it's
2   specified, you know, in a mathematical, operational
3   way.
4        Q.   And if you use some kind of constraint
5   like this in partisan gerrymandering cases, right?
6        A.   I -- I don't think so although, you know,
7   it's -- I'm using my memory because in partisan
8   gerrymandering case often is to see if you use a
9   simulation without partisan information and then

10   compare that nonpartisan baseline with enacted plan
11   and look at the partisan, you know, how different
12   they are with the partisan simulation.  So in the
13   simulation often you don't include the partisan
14   information because you want to establish a
15   nonpartisan baseline.
16        Q.   I've got it, okay.  Thank you for that
17   clarification.
18        A.   Uh-huh.
19        Q.   But for these -- for this report at least
20   you didn't include any kind of constraint like that,
21   correct?
22        A.   Right, for this report I did not use any
23   partisan information.
24        Q.   And why didn't you do that?
25        A.   Because it was not clear from the

Page 112

1   guideline how the partisan information should be
2   incorporated, at least to me, so -- and I wasn't
3   also instructed to do so either.
4        Q.   Dr. Imai, do you have a view as to whether
5   race and politics are highly correlated in South
6   Carolina?
7        A.   I have not analyzed that particular aspect
8   so I don't have, you know, I don't have opinion on
9   that particular question.

10        Q.   And do you have an opinion on whether race
11   rather than politics explains the enacted plan?
12        A.   My analysis does not address that question
13   so I have no opinion on that.
14        Q.   All right.  So now I can ask you some more
15   questions about each of the simulations you
16   conducted if that would be okay?
17        A.   Sure.
18        Q.   So we are still in your report and your
19   first simulations, your localized simulations do not
20   include a VRA constraint; is that right?
21        A.   That's correct.  It's race neutral.
22        Q.   And why don't they include a VRA
23   constraint?
24        A.   Oh, because, you know, in order to assess
25   whether race played any role in drawing the

Page 113

1   boundaries of the enacted plan what you want to do

2   as a first step is to, you know, create -- conduct a

3   simulation analysis to have a race neutral baseline

4   and then by comparing the race neutral baseline with

5   the enacted plan you can see how race played a role

6   in drawing boundaries, in this case between

7   Districts 1 and 6 under the enacted plan.

8        Q.   And in the statewide simulation you did

9   include the VRA constraint, correct?

10        A.   That's correct.

11        Q.   And what -- I'm sorry, go ahead.

12        A.   Yeah, that's correct.

13        Q.   Okay.  And is there a reason you didn't

14   run a statewide simulation without the VRA

15   constraint?

16        A.   Oh, I see.  The reason is that statewide

17   simulation was there to address the possibility that

18   you know, what I found in the race neutral

19   simulation analysis is due to the VRA consideration.

20   And that was the purpose of the statewide simulation

21   analysis and so for that analysis I included the VRA

22   constraint.

23        Q.   Dr. Imai, let's go to -- let's talk first

24   about your District 1 and District 6 localized

25   simulation, if that's okay?
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1        A.   Oh, one and six, I'm sorry.  I thought any
2   county that's split by District 6.  So I -- yeah, I
3   misunderstood your question.
4        Q.   Would you like me to rephrase it again?
5        A.   Yeah, yeah, yeah.
6        Q.   Yeah.  So other than Charleston County are
7   you aware of any other counties that are split
8   between District 1 and District 6 in the enacted
9   plan?

10        A.   Yeah, I know there are others.  I don't
11   recall exactly which one but...
12        Q.   And did you conduct a similar local
13   simulation analysis of any of those counties?
14        A.   Oh, no.
15        Q.   So you didn't do one for Dorchester
16   County; is that correct?
17        A.   No, I didn't do that.
18        Q.   Or Colleton County?
19        A.   No.
20        Q.   Or Jasper County?
21        A.   No.
22             MR. GORE:  So let's go off the record
23   again.
24                  (A recess was taken.)
25   BY MR. GORE:

Page 135

1        Q.   Dr. Imai, did you discuss your deposition

2   with anyone on the break?

3        A.   No.

4        Q.   All right.  Let's move to your statewide

5   simulation analysis with the VRA constraint.

6        A.   Okay.

7        Q.   And in the statewide simulation unlike the

8   local simulations you don't freeze any districts,

9   correct?

10        A.   That's correct.

11        Q.   And you add the additional criterion of

12   your VRA constraint, correct?

13        A.   Uh-huh, that's correct.

14        Q.   And that criterion was to keep the overall

15   BVAP proportion of District 6 between 45 percent and

16   50 percent, correct?

17        A.   That's right.

18        Q.   And in your simulation that district would

19   have been Congressman Clyburn's district since he is

20   the representative of District 6 in the enacted

21   plan, right?

22        A.   That's right.

23        Q.   And why did you add this criterion or

24   constraint?

25        A.   Oh, because in the statewide simulation as

Page 136

1   we discussed the district boundary that's been
2   simulated is just between Districts 1 and 6 so as we
3   discussed, you know, the increase in BVAP in
4   District 1 would decrease the BVAP proportion of
5   District 6 because there is only two districts
6   that's being considered in the analysis.
7                  So I wanted to make sure that when,
8   you know, when this BVAP for District 6 is at the
9   certain level in enacted plan if that consideration

10   was incorporated in that simulation analysis my
11   results are still robust to that change.
12                  So by considering other districts it
13   allows me to keep the BVAP proportion of District 6
14   at the same level, you know, in comparison to the
15   two district analysis where increasing the BVAP in
16   District 1 would automatically just by construction
17   decreases the BVAP proportion of District 6.
18        Q.   And are you aware of whether the General
19   Assembly had a goal to keep District 6's BVAP
20   between 45 percent and 50 percent?
21        A.   No, I don't take into account for any
22   intent of General Assembly in my analysis.
23        Q.   And did -- was this 45 percent to
24   50 percent District 6 BVAP constraint anywhere in
25   the House or Senate Redistricting Guidelines?

Page 137

1        A.   Not this specific number, no.
2        Q.   Okay.  How did you select this specific
3   number?
4        A.   Oh, just the same range as the one in the
5   enacted plan, which I think is 46-point some percent
6   so.
7        Q.   So you chose this range because it
8   approximately straddles the actual BVAP percentage
9   in enacted District 6?

10        A.   That's correct, yeah.
11        Q.   And do you believe that a district drawn
12   between 45 and 50 percent BVAP complies with the
13   Voting Rights Act?
14        A.   I'm not a lawyer so I can't -- I don't
15   have, you know, legal opinion on that.
16        Q.   Do you have a nonlegal opinion on that?
17             MR. CEPEDA:  Object to form.
18   BY MR. GORE:
19        Q.   Do you have any opinion on that?
20        A.   The question is legal so I have no opinion
21   on that legal question.
22        Q.   I followed up with nonlegal, but then I
23   said, do you have any opinion on that one way or the
24   other?
25        A.   Well, if the question is legal I don't
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1   testified that you drafted a single report on the

2   Congressional map in this case, right?

3        A.   There is only one final report, yes.

4        Q.   So from the time that you started working

5   on simulations having to do with the Congressional

6   map you meant those to form part of the same report,

7   right?

8        A.   Right, right.

9        Q.   And did you mention at some point an early

10   draft included simulations that had to do with the

11   benchmark map, right?

12        A.   Right, I think there may have some

13   simulation results.

14        Q.   Yeah, and it sounded like you mentioned

15   that you may have discussed that draft with your

16   lawyers, right?

17        A.   That's correct.

18        Q.   With me, for example?

19        A.   Yeah, I think you and I know Patricia was

20   there, Ms. Yan was there, and there may have been

21   some others.

22        Q.   I've got it.  And the lawyers or can I

23   recall we gave you our impressions and shared our

24   thoughts of what we were seeing?

25        A.   Right.

Page 179

1             MR. GORE:  Object to the form.
2   BY MR. CEPEDA:
3        Q.   And at some point I believe you testified
4   those simulations involving the benchmark plan got
5   cut from later drafts, right?
6        A.   That's correct.
7        Q.   But you didn't share those drafts with
8   anyone besides plaintiffs counsel in this lawsuit or
9   their staff, right?

10        A.   That's correct.
11        Q.   Dr. Imai, earlier Mr. Gore asked you
12   whether you had looked at any maps proposed by the
13   public and you noted that you don't even know what
14   those maps are; am I right?
15        A.   Right.  I did not -- yeah, I don't know
16   what they are.
17        Q.   Is it possible that you could have looked
18   at other maps that were not enacted at some point
19   even if you don't recognize them now by name or
20   label?
21        A.   Oh, hum.  Yeah, I don't -- you know, I
22   don't recall looking at them.  I guess that's --
23   but, you know, that's based on my recollection.
24        Q.   That's fine.  Thank you.  But were any
25   un-enacted maps discussed in your final report?

Page 180

1        A.   No, I look at the enacted plan.

2        Q.   Thank you.  You answered my next question.

3                  So Dr. Imai, you base your simulation

4   constraints on the published South Carolina

5   guidelines for the House and Senate, right?

6        A.   Yeah, I don't know whether they are

7   published but those two guidelines that were given

8   to me.

9        Q.   And in those two guidelines was there any

10   indication, for example, that core preservation

11   should be prioritized over other criteria?

12        A.   No.  I believe that it was listed as

13   additional constraint in Senate guideline I think

14   and may not be even directly mentioned in the House

15   guideline or at least it was not priority, listed as

16   a priority.

17        Q.   Thank you.  And you testified -- well, why

18   did you choose not to incorporate core preservation,

19   if you can explain again?

20        A.   Right.  So the goal of my analysis, the

21   entire report, the goal of the entire report was to

22   examine whether race played a significant role in

23   drawing district boundaries of the enacted plan and,

24   if so, how that happened.  And to do that I need to

25   isolate the impact of race, like the role that race

Page 181

1   played from other traditional redistricting criteria
2   and some of the rules in the -- mentioned in the
3   guideline.
4                  If I incorporate any product does not
5   have to be benchmark plan, but if I incorporate any
6   plan in my simulation analysis, it will basically
7   carry all the factors that went into that particular
8   plan.  So in order to isolate the race as a factor I
9   did not use this through my analysis that I did not

10   use any plan including the previous plan.
11        Q.   Thank you.  Now, you recall Mr. Gore asked
12   you some questions about the use of partisanship
13   data in your simulation, right?
14        A.   Yes.
15        Q.   And you explained that you didn't do
16   any -- you didn't use partisanship information; is
17   that right?
18        A.   Right.
19        Q.   And we just covered this, but you read the
20   guidelines, right?
21        A.   Uh-huh, yes, I did.
22        Q.   Did anything in the guidelines suggest to
23   you that your simulation should have accounted for
24   Nancy Mace's election chances, for example?
25        A.   I didn't see any mention of that.  Yeah, I
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1   work on a second map that was publicly posted and
2   shared?
3          A.   Yes.  That would have been the senate
4   amendment one plan.
5          Q.   Yeah.
6               And can you walk me -- who was involved
7   in the senate amendment one plan's creation?
8          A.   That would have been the core
9   redistricting group of Andy Fiffick, Charlie
10   Terreni, myself, Breeden John, and Paula Benson.
11          Q.   Anyone else?
12          A.   Possibly Maura Baker or Madison Faulk.
13   They were in and out of the room.
14          Q.   And were there any differences in the
15   data you had available to you for the creation
16   of -- or the creation of that map versus the senate
17   staff plan?
18          A.   Not that I can recall.  I think we used
19   the same data throughout the redistricting process.
20          Q.   Did you rely on the same priority
21   criteria in drawing that map?
22          A.   The map that was released as senate
23   amendment one was -- had the same criteria,
24   especially the don't touch the Seventh, Congressman
25   Clyburn wants a minimal change, Joe Wilson wants
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1   Fort Jackson, and don't go to Beaufort.
2               And then we took -- and that created
3   the original staff plan, and then we took the
4   public input that we received on the original staff
5   plan and made some modifications to the staff plan
6   to create this one.
7          Q.   Got it.
8               Did any members -- any senate
9   redistricting subcommittee members have input in
10   this -- in senate amendment one?
11          A.   Senator Campsen -- this is the one --
12   this is -- Senator Campsen possibly could have had
13   some input on this, this being the vehicle that was
14   moving forward.
15          Q.   Anyone else outside of Senator Campsen
16   that's part of the redistricting subcommittee?
17          A.   Not that I can recall.
18          Q.   And this is mainly just to make sure I
19   know if there are any differences, but were there
20   any changes in who was responsible for providing
21   legal advice on this proposal based on the initial
22   staff plan?
23          A.   Can you repeat that one more time?
24          Q.   Any differences in the make-up of
25   people who might have provided legal advice on this
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1
2 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
3 COLUMBIA DIVISION

-------------------------------------x
4 THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CONFERENCE

OF THE NAACP
5

                and
6

TAIWAN SCOTT, ON BEHALF OF HIMSELF     Case No.
7 AND ALL OTHER SIMILARLY SITUATED       3:21-CV-03302

PERSONS,                               JMC-TJH-RMG
8

                       Plaintiffs,
9

                Vs.
10

THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, IN HIS OFFICIAL
11 CAPACITY AS PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE;

LUKE A. RANKIN, IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY
12 AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE JUDICIARY

COMMITTEE; MURRELL SMITH, IN HIS OFFICIAL
13 CAPACITY AS SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES; CHRIS MURPHY, IN HIS
14 OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JUDICIARY
15 COMMITTEE; WALLACE H. JORDAN, IN HIS

OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE
16 OF REPRESENTATIVES ELECTIONS LAW

SUBCOMMITTEE; HOWARD KNAPP, IN HIS
17 OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS INTERIM EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
18 ELECTION COMMISSION; JOHN WELLS, JOANNE

DAY, CLIFFORD J. EDLER, LINDA MCCALL,
19 AND SCOTT MOSELEY, IN THEIR OFFICIAL

CAPACITIES AS MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH
20 CAROLINA STATE ELECTION COMMISSION,
21                        Defendants.

----------------------------------------x
22

   STENOGRAPHIC REMOTE VIRTUAL DEPOSITION
23                BREEDEN JOHN

         Tuesday, August 9, 2022
24
25
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1                     JOHN
2     office had created?
3         A.   No.  I wasn't sure who
4     created it.  Like I said, I got
5     there a little bit late so I didn't
6     know if they had talked about that
7     before I got there or not, but I
8     didn't ask who created it.
9         Q.   Did you understand any of
10     the -- Mr. Tresvant?  Is that right?
11         A.   Yes, Tresvant.
12         Q.   Did you understand any of
13     the suggestions to be requests on
14     behalf of Congressman Clyburn or
15     more informal discussions about the
16     district?
17         A.   It was more informal
18     discussions less so not requests
19     just kind of maybe a statement of
20     preferences, you know, it would be
21     nice if X area was included but it
22     wasn't a specific request.
23         Q.   Were you involved at all in
24     any follow-up with anyone else from
25     Representative Clyburn's office
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1                     JOHN
2     after this meeting?
3         A.   No.
4         Q.   Did you have any other
5     conversations or become aware of
6     conversations about any other
7     suggestions or thoughts from
8     Representative Clyburn's office?
9         A.   No, not that I recall.
10         Q.   Were you involved in any
11     discussions with anyone from
12     Congressman Wilson's office?
13         A.   I was in the room while
14     Charlie Terreni spoke with, I think
15     it was directly with Congressman
16     Wilson or it could have been a
17     staffer.  So I guess I overheard a
18     conversation but I wasn't really
19     involved.
20         Q.   Was that in -- I assume it
21     was -- was that in Senator Rankin's
22     office too?
23         A.   Yes, it was.
24         Q.   Do you recall how long that
25     meeting was?
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1                     JOHN
2         A.   That phone conversation was
3     fairly short.  Five minutes at the
4     most I would think.
5         Q.   You mentioned you weren't
6     part of the conversation.  Did you
7     and Mr. Terreni have any
8     conversation after it with any
9     feedback or debrief?
10         A.   We just kind of talked
11     about what they discussed on the
12     phone and it was -- again it was
13     Mr. Terreni, Fiffick, Will Roberts,
14     myself.  We were working -- we were
15     just working on maps and I don't
16     remember what spurred the
17     conversation but he called the
18     Congressman.  He called whoever it
19     was he spoke with, whether it was
20     the Congressman or a staffer I don't
21     recall exactly but they just talked
22     about -- about the districts.  I
23     don't recall -- I don't think that
24     -- I know it was prior to the Senate
25     releasing their staff congressional
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1                     JOHN
2     plan and I don't think that the
3     House had put anything out yet.  So
4     I don't exactly remember what the
5     impetus was for the conversation.
6         Q.   Do you recall any feedback
7     from either Congressman Wilson or
8     his office on how CD 2 should be
9     drawn?
10         A.   Yes.  I remember their
11     express interest in Fort Jackson
12     being included in the 2nd.  That was
13     really the only specific area I
14     recall.
15         Q.   Were you involved in any
16     follow-up after that initial
17     meeting?
18         A.   No.
19         Q.   Did you at all become aware
20     of any additional feedback from
21     Congressman Wilson's office on any
22     proposed maps by the Senate
23     subcommittee?
24         A.   No, not that I recall.
25         Q.   Were you at all involved in
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1                     JOHN
2     any discussions with Congresswoman
3     Mace's office about CD 1?
4         A.   No.
5         Q.   Do you recall receiving any
6     feedback from other members of the
7     Senate staff regarding input from
8     Congresswoman Mace's office?
9         A.   No, I don't.
10         Q.   What about any feedback or
11     conversations with Congressman
12     Rice's office?
13         A.   No.
14         Q.   Outside of these members
15     any other members of Congress or
16     former members of Congress that you
17     recall speaking to during the
18     congressional redistricting process?
19         A.   None that I spoke to.
20         Q.   Who else were you aware of
21     that was -- had conversations?
22         A.   Andy Fiffick spoke with
23     Congressman Timmons at one point.
24         Q.   Anyone else?
25         A.   That's all I remember.
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1                     JOHN
2         Q.   Did you receive any
3     instructions for how you should
4     assess or evaluate any of the
5     feedback you received from members
6     of Congress in drawing maps?
7         A.   Not particularly.
8         Q.   Would you consider
9     suggestions they had of equal weight
10     to members of the public?
11         A.   Yes, for the most part.
12     The feedback that we got from them I
13     would say yes for the most part.
14         Q.   Were there any political
15     organizations that you had
16     conversations with?
17         A.   No.
18         Q.   Anyone obvious working on
19     behalf of any organizations?
20         A.   No.
21         Q.   Any consultants?
22         A.   No.
23         Q.   Lobbyists?
24         A.   I did speak with Dr. John
25     Ruoff, R-U-O-F-F.  He was working
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adopted 8.3.21

South Carolina House of Representatives 
Judiciary Committee 

Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee 

2021 Guidelines and Criteria for  
Congressional and Legislative Redistricting 

The South Carolina House of Representatives, the House Judiciary Committee, and the 
Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee have the authority to determine the criteria that the South 
Carolina House of Representatives will use to create Congressional and legislative districts. 
Therefore, the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee of the South Carolina House of Representatives 
adopts these guidelines and criteria. 

I. Constitution of the United States 

Redistricting plans shall comply with the United States Constitution, the Equal Protection 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and the opinions of the Supreme Court of the United States. 

II. Federal Law

Redistricting plans shall also comply with federal law and the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
as amended. Pursuant to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and in accordance with the opinions of 
the Supreme Court of the United States, race may be a factor considered in the creation of 
redistricting plans, but it shall not be the predominant factor motivating the legislature’s decisions 
concerning the redistricting plan and shall not unconstitutionally predominate over other criteria 
set forth in these guidelines.  The dilution of racial or ethnic minority voting strength is contrary 
to the laws of the United States and of the State of South Carolina, and also is against the public 
policy of this state. Any proposed redistricting plan that is demonstrated to have the intent or effect 
of dispersing or concentrating minority population in a manner that prevents minorities from 
electing their candidates of choice will neither be accepted nor approved. 

III. State Law

Except as otherwise required by federal law, redistricting plans also shall comply with the
South Carolina Constitution, the laws of this state, and the opinions of the South Carolina Supreme 
Court.  

IV. Equal Population/Deviation

a. The population of the Congressional and legislative districts will be determined
based solely on the enumeration of the 2020 federal decennial census pursuant to
the United States Constitution, Article I, Section 2, and the Equal Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment.

b. The number of persons in Congressional districts shall be as nearly equal in
population as is practicable. The ideal population for Congressional districts shall
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be 731,204. In every case, efforts shall be made to achieve strict equality or produce 
the lowest overall range of deviation possible when taking into consideration 
geographic limitations. 

c. Legislative districts shall have substantial equality of population. The ideal
population for a South Carolina House of Representatives district shall be 41,278.
In every case, efforts should be made to limit the overall range of deviation from
the ideal population to less than five percent, or a relative deviation in excess of
plus or minus two and one-half percent for each South Carolina House district.
Nevertheless, any overall deviation greater than five percent from equality of
population among South Carolina House districts shall be justified when it is the
result of geographic limitations, the promotion of a constitutionally permissible
state policy, or to otherwise comply with the criteria identified in these guidelines.

V. Contiguity 

Congressional and legislative districts shall be comprised of contiguous territory. 
Contiguity by water is sufficient. Areas which meet only at the points of adjoining corners are not 
considered contiguous. 

VI. Compactness

Congressional and legislative districts should be reasonably compact in form and should
follow census geography. Bizarrely-shaped districts are to be avoided except when required by 
one or more of the following factors: (a) census block geography; (b) natural geography including 
water; (c) efforts to comply with the standards delineated above in Section IV; and/or (d) efforts 
to comply with the Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended.  Compactness may require the division 
of population concentrations when to do otherwise would mean dramatically altering the character 
of a district or would require tortuous configuration of an adjoining district. 

Compactness should be judged in part by the configuration of prior plans. Compactness 
should not be judged based upon any mathematical, statistical, or formula-based calculation or 
determination. 

VII. Communities of Interest

Communities of interest should be considered in the redistricting process. A variety of
factors may contribute to a community of interest including, but not limited to the following: (a) 
economic; (b) social and cultural; (c) historic influences; (d) political beliefs; (e) voting behavior; 
(f) governmental services; (g) commonality of communications; and (h) geographic location and 
features. Communities of interest should be considered and balanced by the Redistricting Ad Hoc 
Committee, the House Judiciary Committee, and the South Carolina House of Representatives. 
County boundaries, municipality boundaries, and precinct lines (as represented by the Census 
Bureau’s Voting Tabulation District lines) may be considered as evidence of communities of 
interest to be balanced, but will be given no greater weight, as a matter of state policy, than other 
identifiable communities of interest. 
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It is possible that competing communities of interest will be identified during the 
redistricting process. Although it may not be possible to accommodate all communities of interests, 
the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, the House Judiciary Committee, and the South Carolina 
House of Representatives will attempt to accommodate diverse communities of interest to the 
extent possible. 

VIII. Incumbency Consideration

Incumbency may be considered in the reapportionment process. Reasonable efforts may
be made to ensure that incumbent legislators remain in their current districts.  Reasonable efforts 
may be made to ensure that incumbent legislators are not placed into districts where they will be 
compelled to run against other incumbent members of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives. However, incumbency considerations shall not influence the redistricting plan to 
such an extent as to overtake other redistricting principles.  

IX. Priority of Criteria

a. In establishing Congressional and legislative districts, all criteria identified in these
guidelines should be considered.  However, if there is a conflict among the
requirements of these guidelines, the requirements addressed in Sections I, II, III,
and IV herein should be given priority.

b. If application of the criteria set forth in these guidelines will cause a violation of
applicable constitutional, federal, or state law, and there is no other way to conform
to the criteria without such violation of law, deviations from the criteria are
permitted. However, any deviation from the criteria shall not be any more than
necessary to avoid the violation of law, and the remainder of the redistricting plan
shall remain faithful to the criteria.

X. Public Input 

The Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee should make reasonable efforts to be transparent and 
allow public input into the redistricting process. 
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